
By: Robert Homans & Bohdan Chomiak 

EUROMAIDAN BOOK 

As some of you know, I started writing these mails on Saturday, 
Dec. 1st, 2013, the day after students were beaten up on 
Independence Square in Kyiv, the start of the Euromaidan 
Revolution now known as the “Revolution of Dignity,” and the day 
before the first massive demonstration on Independence Square. 

To mark the 10th Anniversary of the start of the Euromaidan 
Revolution and the concurrent beginning of these emails, I am 
making available a never been published book that I wrote in 2016, 
incorporating many of the emails I wrote during that period, plus 
extensive additional material.   I was also interested in learning 
about how the Euromaidan Revolution was managed, especially its 
leadership.   From my research and extensive interviews, I 
concluded that the leadership of Euromaidan was not what either 
Western experts or the Russians expected, or the kind of leadership 
one might learn at business school.  As a result, there was continual 
misunderstanding between the protestors, and those in the West 
and Russia whom they believed constituted the leadership.    

Among other things the book contains: 

• Extensive interviews with those involved in various aspects of 
Euromaidan, including: 
o Those responsible for food service and distribution  
o The design and placing of the barricades that protected 

Independence Square from the Interior Ministry police, 
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known as the “Berkut”  
o The person who established the initial first-aid station 

on Independence Square, and who later was responsible 
for managing and operating first-aid stations and 
makeshift hospitals located throughout Central Kyiv  

o A leader of one of the volunteer battalions 
o A member of “AutoMaidan”  
o The leadership of organizations located outside of Kyiv 

that provided logistical support and money, to support 
the protests in Independence Square, without which 
Euromaidan might have turned out differently.   

• Also included is an extensive collection of YouTube videos, 
that appear in footnotes.  covering the protests and the 
fighting.  Some of the videos are very hard to watch.  Included 
are: 
o Video of a presentation in Washington, DC by Yulia 

Tymoshenko’s legal team, rebutting the claims made by 
Yanukovich’s legal team of graft that took place when 
Tymoshenko was Prime Minister of Ukraine.  The video 
amounts to dueling American “white shoe” law firms. 

o Video of a lecture given by my wife, Larysa, on 
December 12, 2013, on Independence Square sponsored 
by the Open University of Ukraine 

o Videos of the tragic events on Institutska Street, that 
took place on February 20, 2014 

o Security camera footage from Yanukovich’s estate, 
Mezhihirya taken on February 18, 2014, showing movers 
moving Yanukovich’s personal effects, 4 days before his 
actual departure. 

• My own observations and stories from being in Kyiv 
throughout Euromaidan. 

I have decided to withhold the names of those private individuals 
whom I interviewed, some of whom are now fighting in the Army.  
Other than this the book, and emails contained therein, are as I first 
wrote them. 



As an exclusive offer to email recipients, you can purchase an 
advance copy of the book for $25.00, or in any other recognized 
currency.  It’s in the form of an Ebook.  To purchase, please click on 
the link HERE.   After December 9, 2023, the price will be $30.00.   I 
have no immediate plans to publish the book, so this is an exclusive 
offer. 

I am very excited to offer the book to all loyal recipients. 

Today’s Wall Street Journal 

There are two articles from the Wall Street Journal, one of the 
“newspapers of record” both of which are of interest.    

The first article is entitled, “Putin Has Staked Russia’s Resources on 
Victory in Ukraine, Can the West Match Him?”  As we’ve said 
numerous times, the West really has no other choice but to match 
and exceed Russian production, and ensure Ukraine’s victory, unless 
they want a nasty guerrilla war on NATO’s eastern flank.   Thanks 
largely to support from the West, Ukraine has the largest standing 
army in Europe, ex Russia.   That army isn’t going away.     

Ukraine is well supplied to engage in a guerrilla war, for the following 
reasons: 

• Partisan groups have been organized and training since 2014, 
especially in the area around Melitopol that is part of the “land 
bridge” to Crimea.   We’ve seen how much damage they can 
do, to Russian logistics, killing pro-Russian officials, and other 
operations. 

• Early in the war, much of the Western support to Ukraine 
consisted of Javelins, Stingers, NLaws, and other light assault 
weapons.  It was extended under the assumption that Ukraine 
would need lighter weapons to fight a guerrilla war.  Added to 
this has been the production and use of drones, plus the 
heavier weapons that Ukraine began receiving in mid 2022.   
Ukraine will be able to prosecute a guerrilla war with a variety 
of lethal weapons, well after the conclusion of any “ceasefire.” 

• Ukraine has also deployed agents inside Russia, who have been 

https://buy.stripe.com/bIY3cB6BEcK2cY85km
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engaged in destroying Russian infrastructure and logistics 
facilities all over the Russian Federation.    

All of this will allow Ukraine to continue fighting, well after the 
conclusion of any so-called ceasefire that the West might attempt to 
impose on Ukraine.   This is why the West really has no other choice, 
but to match Russian military production. 

The article mentions that Russia’s GDP is being enhanced by all the 
military spending Russia is undertaking.  Not only does this serve to 
increase inflation, as the WSJ article states but, unlike spending on 
productive assets like autos or capital goods directed at domestic 
consumption, military spending provides minimal value added to a 
national economy. 

The 2nd WSJ article is an Op-Ed by former British Prime Minister Liz 
Truss, entitled “The World Again Needs American Leadership.”  The 
2nd paragraph of Ms. Truss’ Op-Ed states, “The world would benefit 
from more of that kind of American leadership today. I hope that a 
Republican will be returned to the White House in 2024. There must 
be conservative leadership in the U.S. that is once again bold enough 
to call out hostile regimes as evil and a threat.” 

Unfortunately, at least 3 of the Republican Presidential candidates, 
Donald Trump, Ron DeSantis, and Vivek Ramaswamy are opposed to 
the kind of American leadership that Ms. Truss advocates.  A 
majority of Republican Members of Congress support aid to Ukraine 
yet Mike Johnson, the new Speaker of the U.S. House of 
Representatives, recently went down to Mar-a-Lago to kowtow to 
Donald Trump, much like Lord McCartney kowtowed to the Manchu 
Emperor in 1793. 

The leadership from Republicans that Ms. Truss refers to came from 
Republicans like Ronald Reagan.   Let’s hope that Republicans will 
repudiate the type of leadership offered by Presidential candidates 
Trump, DeSantis and Ramaswamy, Senators like J.D. Vance (R-Ohio) 
or Josh Hawley (R-Missouri), and Representatives like Majorie Taylor 
Greene (R-Georgia) and Matt Gaetz (R-Florida), and by doing so 
make it more likely that the United States, Republicans in particular, 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-world-again-needs-american-leadership-national-security-gaza-taiwan-ukraine-04a926c0?mod=Searchresults_pos2&page=1


will provide the type of leadership that Ms. Truss advocates. 

News From the Battlefield 

Both “Reporting From Ukraine” and “The Latest Denys” focus on 
Avdiivka.  In 2014 & 2015 Ukraine built formidable defense lines in 
front of Avdiivka, against Russians and separatist occupiers of 
Donetsk Oblast.  It is these defense lines that Russia is now trying to 
breach, at a huge cost in lives.  Yesterday, estimated Russian losses in 
dead and seriously wounded were “only” 750, compared to over 
1,000 in previous days. 

The Latest Denys also covers fighting around Robotyne, where 
Ukraine is trying to widen its salient, and a major snowstorm (9:10 
into the video) that is hitting the Kherson Region and now, according 
to Bohdan, hitting Kyiv.   At 10:10 into Denys’ video he also mentions 
what appears to be a cyclone that is hitting Crimea, causing major 
power outages and flooding, especially along the low-lying west 
coast of Crimea.  Denys mentions that there are waves reaching over 
25 feet high.  As a largely enclosed body of water, when agitated by a 
large storm the Black Sea acts like a giant bathtub.  Perhaps Mother 
Nature is replacing Storm Shadows, at least temporarily. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiWUpHsFqnM
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ABBREVIATIONS:  

RMA = Regional Military Administration SBU = Security Service of 
Ukraine 

RASHISTS = russian Facists/all russian invaders 

INTERNATIONAL 

Monday, November 27 

8:03 AM: Israel frees 39 Palestinian minors from prisons, NBC 

8:03 AM: Elon Musk flies to Israel amid recent anti-Semitic remarks. 
Today he will meet with President Herzog and the families of the 
Hamas hostages. 



8:03 AM: The US Navy has released a tanker that was seized by 
unknown people off the coast of Yemen*, — 

 

8:39 AM: US Aid to Ukraine: Senate Majority Leader sets date for 
vote 

● On Sunday, Nov. 26, Schumer issued a statement urging 

lawmakers to strike a border security deal that could 

complement much-needed aid to two U.S. allies. 

● Senate Republicans are seeking to include changes to border 

security policy as part of any additional spending bill, hoping 

that such a deal could clean up the pro-Ukraine GOP majority in 

the House. 

8:50 AM: During the large-scale war, Finnish companies supplied the 
Russian Federation with auto parts and trucks to bypass sanctions, - 
investigation. 

● Spare parts for Swedish Volvo and Scania trucks were mostly 

exported to Russia. HD-Parts sources truck parts directly from 

factories in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and other countries. 

Sunday, November 26 

12:54 PM: The Swedish government will provide Ukraine with more 
than €8.7 million as part of the "Grain From Ukraine" initiative. 

● This was reported by the Prime Minister of Sweden, Ulf 

Kristersson. 

● "Ukraine continues to contribute to global food security despite 

the fact that Russia continues its aggressive war," Kristersson 

said. 

1:55 PM: Some EU countries are trying to loosen the new sanctions 
package against Russia, Bloomberg. 

3:38 PM: The border service of Moldova warned on Sunday about 
interruptions in the work of checkpoints due to bad weather. 



● According to the information of the Moldovan agency, in 

particular, work is suspended at the checkpoint in Palanka on 

the Moldovan-Ukrainian border. 

● It is also known that the Romanian border guards temporarily 

suspended the work of the checkpoint in Oanci. 

5:31 PM: Starting tomorrow, the blockade will continue around the 
clock in front of the Sheghini checkpoint. 

● This was announced by the spokesman of the State Border 

Service of Ukraine, Andriy Demchenko. 

● _"Unfortunately, the blocking of traffic continues. These are 4 

directions - "Yagodin-Dorogusk", "Krakivets-Korchova", "Rava-

Ruska-Grebenne", and from the 23rd, the direction of the 

checkpoint "Sheghini" - "Medyka" was added"_, - added 

Demchenko. 

10:46 PM: "_Don't tell me you can't afford to mobilize your industry 
and will for Ukraine to win_". 

● Retired British general Sir Richard Barrons addressed European 

officials and opinion leaders at a forum in Lucerne, Switzerland. 

● "_You represent an economy worth 15 trillion euros a year. 

Give me 75 billion euros a year for 2-3 years, and I will make 

sure that the Ukrainian army wins. It's not about whether it's in 

the pocket. It's about choice, about competence_ ", - he said. 

11:50 PM: The chairman of the US House Intelligence Committee 
said that new US aid to Ukraine and Israel will be difficult to pass 
before the end of the year, NBC & Bloomberg. 

11:50 PM: Hamas releases 17 more hostages. This is the third group 
of people released from the captivity of Hamas - the Israeli military. 

 

NATIONAL 

Monday, November 27 



7:37 AM: Summary of the General Staff as of 06:00 November 27: 

● During the day of November 25, there were 58 combat 

engagements. The enemy launched a total of 4 missile and 109 

air strikes, 59 MLRS attacks at the positions of Ukrainian troops 

and various settlements. Also last night, russian occupants 

launched 1 air strike on Ukraine, using Shahed-136/131 attack 

UAVs. All of the enemy drones have been destroyed.  

● Air strikes hit Petropavlivka, Ivanivka, Kyslivka, Berestove 

(Kharkiv oblast), Stelmakhivka, Bilohorivka (Luhansk oblast), 

Terny, and Novomykhailivka (Donetsk oblast). 

● More than 100 settlements in Chernihiv, Sumy, Kharkiv, 

Luhansk, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia, Dnipropetrovsk, and Kherson 

oblasts came under artillery fire. 

● During the day of November 25, the Ukrainian Air Force 

launched 11 air strikes on the concentrations of troops, 

weapons, and military equipment of the adversary.  

● The Ukrainian missile troops hit 11 concentration of troops, 

weapons and military equipment, 4 artillery systems, 1 

command post, and 1 ammunition depot of the russian 

invaders. 

Khortytsia operational-strategic group 

Kupyansk axis: the enemy conducted assault operations near 
Synkivka and Ivanivka (Kharkiv oblast), where Ukrainian soldiers 
repelled 4 attacks.  

Bakhmut axis: the Ukrainian defenders repelled 10x attacks of the 
adversary near Klishchiyivka and Andriyivka (Donetsk oblast). The 
Ukrainian Defense Forces continue assault operations south of 
Bakhmut (Donetsk oblast), inflict losses in manpower and equipment 
on the invaders, and consolidate their new positions. 

Tavria operational-strategic group 

Avdiyivka axis: with the air support, the enemy keeps trying to 
encircle Avdiyivka. The Ukrainian soldiers are standing their ground 



and inflicting major losses on the occupiers. The enemy’s offensive 
operations in the vicinities of Stepove, Avdiyivka, Pervomaiske, and 
south of Novokalynove (Donetsk oblast) were unsuccessful. The 
Ukrainian defenders repelled 23 attacks in that area.  

Maryinka axis: the adversary conducted assault operations in the 
vicinities of Maryinka and Novomykhailivka (Donetsk oblast). The 
Ukrainian Defense Forces repelled 9 attacks in that area.  

Shakhtarske axis: the adversary conducted unsuccessful assault 
operations south of Zolota Nyva and east of Staromaiorske (Donetsk 
oblast). 

Zaporizhzhia axis: the enemy made 8 unsuccessful attempts to 
regain the lost ground near Robotyne (Zaporizhzhia oblast). 

Odesa operational-strategic group, Kherson axis: the Ukrainian 
troops maintain their positions held on the left bank of the Dnipro 
River, continue to conduct counter-battery fire, as they strike behind 
the enemy lines. 

6:29 AM: 🕯Artem Sachuk, vice-president of the Chess Federation of 
Ukraine, died in the war 

● "The Ukrainian volunteer soldier Artem Sachuk died in the 

liberation war against the Russian occupiers - a well-known 

chess figure, candidate for master of sports, vice-president of 

the Chess Federation of Ukraine, organizer of many all-

Ukrainian and international competitions," the message of the 

Chess Federation reads. 

● "Suspilne" reports that the Zhytomyr City United TCC and SP 

confirmed the information about the death of Artem Sachuk. 

They also said that they are currently investigating the 

circumstances under which he died. 

9:48 AM: Russia has activated a network of spies in Ukraine, 
including in the Security Service of Ukraine, Secretary of the National 
Security and Defense Council of Ukraine Oleksiy Danilov said. 



● According to the secretary of the National Security Council, the 

goal of Russian agents is to "drive a wedge between the 

political and military leadership of Ukraine, as well as inflame 

anti-government sentiment among the population." 

● Danilov noted that Russia is trying to take advantage of the "so-

called tension" between President Volodymyr Zelenskyi and 

Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of Ukraine Valery 

Zaluzhny. 

● The Secretary of the National Security Council also emphasized 

that Russia is trying to "spread disinformation and propaganda 

to destabilize the situation in Ukraine." 

9:53 AM: The SBI completed the investigation into the plane crash in 
Brovary, where the heads of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were 
killed. 

● The investigation established that the officials committed 

flagrant violations of traffic safety rules and the operation of air 

transport, which led to the death of people. Back in August, 5 

officials were notified of suspicion. 

11:40 AM: Vice-President of the European Commission Vira Yurova 
arrived in Kyiv, media. 

Sunday, November 26 

12:25 PM State Border Guard: Ukrainian soldiers in the south 
discovered and destroyed a camouflaged field stockpile of enemy 
anti-tank mines. 

1:23 PM: The Armed Forces have long had some initiative in the air, 
particularly through FPV drones. Unfortunately, today the situation 
at the front has changed somewhat. 

● Military serviceman Stepan Barna told about it. 

● "Now the course of military strategy has radically changed, 

both on our side and on the side of the occupiers, who are 



learning quickly. The Russians are also actively using FPV 

drones, working with night drones. 

● Therefore, today the situation has somewhat leveled out," he 

said. 

● The more drones there are in the Armed Forces, the better. It is 

important to observe the course of the enemy's operations at 

night, Barna noted. 

4:08 PM: "We will not go anywhere if there are no reserves": 
serviceman Sazonov on demobilization. 

● Military serviceman Kyrylo Sazonov believes that to carry out 

demobilization, the state should conduct large-scale training of 

reserves. 

● "Of course, the guys at the front need to rest. They need 

rotation, they need vacations and just rest. This is very 

important and affects our combat capability. However, we here 

at the front often ask ourselves the question when we see 

interesting draft laws on demobilization: who are we will 

replace!? All these statements by officials are good, however, if 

there are no prepared reserves for the demobilization of the 

military at the front, we will not go anywhere," said Sazonov. 

 

 

4:39 PM: If Russia improves technology, the war will go beyond the 
borders of eastern and southern Ukraine, - General Naev 

● The commander of the United Forces of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine, Lieutenant General Serhiy Naev, told the American 

news channel ABC News about this. 

● "We understand that there is currently a war for resources. The 

Russian Federation receives its resources with the help of the 

"Axis of Evil" - this is North Korea, this is Iran. And we, with the 

help of our partners, receiving air defense equipment from 



them, oppose the Russian Federation with its resources . We 

must understand that the reduction of aid will really hit our 

defense capability. But we will fight with what we have," the 

general said. 

4:44 PM: According to the UkrHydromet Center, the 1st and 2nd 
level of danger has been declared tomorrow throughout Ukraine. 

6:44 PM: Due to heavy snowfall, schools in the Kyiv region and Odesa 
will work remotely on Monday, the local authorities said. 

● Kindergartens will work as usual in the capital, and in Odesa - in 

the regime of groups on duty. 

6:58 PM: Summary of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine as of 18:00 on November 26: 

● During the day _there were 46 combat clashes. The enemy 

carried out 33 airstrikes, carried out 45 attacks from rocket 

salvo systems on the positions of our troops and populated 

areas. 

● Aviation of the Defense Forces _made 3 strikes_ on areas of 

concentration of personnel, weapons and military equipment 

of the enemy. 

● Units of the missile forces inflicted damage on the enemy's 

concentration area _personnel, weapons and military 

equipment_. 

8:20 PM: "Low electricity prices are a miracle that cannot be found 
anywhere else," - ex-Minister of Energy Plachkov 

● The chairman of the board of the union of the All-Ukrainian 

Energy Assembly, the former minister of fuel and energy, Ivan 

Plachkov, believes that low tariffs for the population are 

support for the rich, who consume 100 times more electricity 

than pensioners. He called for moving to cash subsidies for the 

poor, as in the entire civilized world. 

8:26 PM: Defense Minister Rustem Umyerov held another telephone 



conversation with Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin. 

● Current security assistance priorities and joint steps to 

strengthen the capabilities of the Ukrainian military were 

discussed. 

● "_I also emphasized the mass attack of Russian drones on 

Ukrainian cities and critical infrastructure on Holodomor 

Memorial Day_," Umyerov added. 

8:44 PM: Now, when it is so difficult, when the conditions are like 
this, we should all be especially grateful to those who maintain the 
defense of our state, Volodymyr Zelenskyy said. 

● "_Intensive fighting in the Donetsk directions, in Kharkiv Oblast 

- the Kupyan direction. Our soldiers are also holding positions in 

the south of the country: this is Zaporizhzhia Oblast, this is our 

Kherson Oblast_," said the President of Ukraine. 

● Volodymyr Zelenskyi reported that there are currently 

temporary power outages in about 400 settlements in 10 

regions. 

o In particular, in Odesa, Mykolaiv, Kirovohrad, Cherkasy, 

and Kyiv regions, operational headquarters have already 

been deployed and are working. 



MORDOR - ruZZia 

Monday, November 27 

7:20 AM: The occupiers in Crimea began to regularly disconnect the 
Internet – partisans. 

● "Our sources report that recently there have been regular 

disconnections of the Internet in Crimea. Most likely, the 

occupiers are consciously interrupting the connection to 

prevent the transmission of information about their 

movements. In this way, they are trying to prevent concerned 

citizens from correcting the strikes of the Defense Forces of 

Ukraine," the message reads. . 



● Earlier, ATESH partisans found out that the Russians are 

creating new firing points near the temporarily occupied 

Yevpatoria. 

7:40 AM: Russians are sending migrants to war and have a skilled 
labor shortage, - ISW 

● Russia continues to face shortages of skilled and unskilled labor 

amid inconsistent and contradictory Kremlin policies that 

disincentivize Russians fleeing Russia and migrant workers to 

work in the country while trying to increase Russia's industrial 

capacity and military strength. 

● On Saturday, November 25, the head of the Russian State 

Duma, Vyacheslav Volodin, said that many Russians who left 

Russia due to the full-scale invasion of Ukraine are returning 

because they could not find work abroad. 

8:03 AM: The so-called "authorities" of the temporarily occupied 
Crimea report about 3 victims because of bad weather, local 
publications write about 6. In a number of districts there is no 
electricity, water, heating. 

8:15 AM: An apocalypse is expected in occupied Crimea: the current 
storm has already taken away the light from 40 thousand Crimeans. 

● Power lines, roofs and embankments were flooded on the 

peninsula. The height of the waves near the coast reaches 9 

meters, and the wind speed is 40 m/s, and this is not the limit. 

10:45 AM: ISW: a large-scale drone attack on the Russian Federation 
was carried out by the GUR 

● The Russian Ministry of Defense said that on the night of 

November 25-26 and in the morning of November 26, Russian 

air defense systems shot down 24 Ukrainian drones over the 

Moscow, Tula, Kaluga, Bryansk and Smolensk regions. 



● The governor of the Tula region, Oleksiy Dyumin, said that one 

of the drones crashed into an apartment building in Tula, which 

was shot down by Russian anti-aircraft defenses. 

11:05 AM: Kyrgyzstan is a major intermediary through which 
Western goods reach Russian territory, said Robin Brooks, chief 
economist at the Institute of International Finance. 

● According to his data, the export of motor vehicles and spare 

parts from Germany to Kyrgyzstan has increased by 5,500% 

since February 2022. 

● _"You don't need to be an expert in rocket engineering to 

understand that all this is headed for Russia. It doesn't look like 

a massive boom suddenly started in Kyrgyzstan. Germany must 

stop this..."_ wrote the economist. 

Sunday, November 26 

1:20 PM: After heavy losses, the Russian Federation moved its 
strategic S-400 systems from Kaliningrad to the front in Ukraine, - 
British intelligence. 

● "_The fact that the Ministry of Defense of the Russian 

Federation seems ready to accept additional risk highlights the 

excessive strain that the war has caused on some of Russia's 

key modern capabilities_," the summary says. 

1:49 PM: Rasists have achieved partial success in the industrial zone 
in the south of Avdiyivka, — DeepState. 

● The footage from the copters of the occupiers caught the 

moment of the departure of a significant number of our 

fighters in the direction of the private sector. At the same time, 

analysts emphasize that the Rashists do not yet fully control the 

industrial zone, and the fighting continues. 

1:55 PM: On captured Ukrainian territories, the Russian Federation 
stole millions of tons of grain worth about $1 billion, Prime Minister 
Shmyhal said. 



1:55 PM: Russia will not be able to hide the construction of an 
underwater tunnel to Crimea, and the project itself does not look 
viable. This was stated by the spokesman of the Navy of Ukraine, 
Dmytro Pletenchuk. 

 

2:20 PM: A strong storm is expected today in the Black Sea near the 
temporarily occupied Crimea. 

● This is evidenced by the data of the Poseidon monitoring 

system. 

● It is noted that the height of the waves will be from 6 to 8 

meters - from a three-story building. 

3:31 PM: Russia has announced a wanted press secretary of Meta. 

● It is noted that "Mediazona" discovered Andy Stone's card in 

the database of the Russian Federation agency, which 

appeared there as early as February 2023. According to the 

publication, one of the Russian courts in mid-November 2023 

also decided to arrest Stone in absentia - under the article on 

facilitating terrorism. 

● It was under this article that on March 11, 2022, the 

Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation opened a 

case over Meta's decision not to block Facebook and Instagram 

users who allegedly called for the "death of the Russian 

invaders." On the same day, the effect of the new rules was 

limited only to the territory of Ukraine. 

6:06 PM: Putin is preparing a speech about "Russian peace" after the 
victory over Ukraine. 

● On Tuesday, November 28, 2023, the ruler of Russia, Vladimir 

Putin, will deliver a speech in the Kremlin on the topic of 

arranging the "Russian peace after victory". This was reported 

by the Russian propaganda channel "First Channel", the TASS 

agency and the website of the organization "World Russian 



People's Council", at the congress of which this speech will take 

place. 

7:25 PM: In the Russian Federation, there is a large-scale fire at the 
Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant. Residents reported the explosion before 
the fire, — rosZMI. 

● The plant specializes in the production of diesel engines and 

motors for all tanks, spare parts for them, as well as a wide 

range of tracked vehicles. 

11:50 PM: Russia begins grain shipments to Africa to strengthen its 
influence on the continent — Bloomberg. 

REGIONS 

KYIV 

Monday, November 27 

12:53 PM: During the mass attack of the 
"shaheeds" in Kyiv, there was a risk of power 
outage, - head of Ukrenergo 

● According to him, several powerful power transmission lines 

supplying Kyiv and the region were damaged and disconnected 

yesterday. 

● "There were risks that we would introduce certain power 

supply restrictions for the period of restoration of these lines, 

but we managed to pass the day without any outage 

schedules," said Kudrytskyi. 

● He added that energy workers quickly managed to restore the 

operation of two powerful trunk lines, so there are currently no 

risks of outages. 

11:56 AM: The country's main Christmas tree will be installed on 
Sofia Square this year, Kyiv Mayor Vitaly Klychko said. 

● There are no mass events, fairs and entertainment on Sofia 

Square. 



● _"If the regional state administrations of the city will plan any 

festive events in the districts, then only with compliance with 

safety rules, in places where there is shelter," Klitschko added. 

Sunday, November 26 

1:55 PM: There was a possibility of power cuts in Kyiv after 
yesterday's attack by the Russians, but Ukrainian dispatchers and 
power engineers handled the situation. 

● This was stated by the head of "Ukrenergo" Volodymyr 

Kudrytskyi. 

ZAPORIZHIA 

Monday, November 27 

9:39 AM: The Zaporizhzhia NPP, temporarily 
occupied by the Rashists, was on the verge of 
another blackout all day long,* — Energoatom. 

● On the morning of November 26, due to a short circuit, the last 

(fourth) communication line of the ZNPP with the energy 

system of Ukraine was disconnected. Three other lines were 

damaged even before that during Russian shelling. 

● Ukrainian specialists repaired the damaged line. Until the 

evening, the station received external power from the only 

available backup power line of 330 kV. If it were to be 

unlocked, a blackout would occur at the ZNPP. 

Sunday, November 26 

10:48 PM: IAEA experts recorded probable launches of Russian 
missiles near the Zaporizhia Nuclear Power Plant. 

● IAEA experts at the Zaporizhzhia NPP heard the characteristic 

sound of Russian rockets being launched from a salvo rocket 

system near the plant. This was stated in the statement of the 

Director General of the IAEA, Rafael Mariano Grossi. 



● "Today's events once again clearly demonstrate the extremely 

fragile nuclear safety and security situation at the Zaporizhzhia 

nuclear power plant. Europe's largest nuclear power plant 

located on the front line continues to face many potential 

threats as a result of this tragic war," Grossi said. 

KHERSON 

Sunday, November 26 

1:54 PM Social Networks: An explosion is heard in 
Kherson. 

2:22 PM Social Networks: Explosions are heard in 
Kherson. 

 

MYKOLAIV 

Sunday, November 26 

11:10 PM Mykolaiv RMA: In the Mykolaiv region, 
some highways began to be closed. 

 

 

 

ODESA 

Sunday, November 26 

7:56 PM Odesa RMA: Due to worsening weather 
conditions, from 7:30 p.m. all vehicles are 
prohibited from driving on the M-05 highway of 

public use of state importance Kyiv - Odesa km 274+435 - km 
466+700. 

● "The estimated time of the traffic ban is 4 hours. Information 

on the lifting of the ban and resumption of traffic will be 

provided additionally," Kiper added. 



9:37 PM: "Ukrenergo" showed the consequences of today's bad 
weather in Odesa region. 

● "_The gust was so strong that one of the metal supports of our 

power line could not withstand it. The distribution networks of 

Oblenergo were also damaged_," the company reported. 

Attacks on Civilians and Civilian Infrastructure from 12:00 November 
23 to 12:00 November 24 2023 
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or 
mortar 
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e 
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y 
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VISUAL CHRONOLOGY OF REGIONAL ROCKET, DRONE, ARTILLERY, 
MORTAR AND BOMB ALARMS 

 11:35 PM 



 2:40 AM 

 

Comparing Soviet invasion of Afghanistan to Russian invasion of 
Ukraine using Wikipedia and Ukraine Ministry of Defense Daily 
Bulletins. Soviet and Russian military losses not including captured 
equipment. 

 Sovie
t 
Afgha
nista
n 

Nov 13 Nov 24 Nov 25 Nov 26 Nov 27 

Duration 9 
years 
and 9 
mont
hs 

After 
628 
days 

After 
639 
days 

After 
640 
days 

After 
641 
days 

After 
642 
days 

Military 
Personnel 
Liquidated 

14,45
3 

313,47
0 

322,90
0 

323,76
0 

324,83
0 

325,58
0 

Material 
Losses 

      

Tanks 147 5362 5496 5502 5513 5520 

Armored 
Personnel 

1,314 10086 10256 10263 10279 10282 



Carriers 

Artillery, 
Mortars, 
and Ballistic 
Rocket 
launchers 

433 8471 8737 8756 8781 8782 

Cruise 
Missiles  

 1561 1564 1565 1565 1565 

Fighters 
Bombers 

118 322 323 323 323 323 

Helicopters 333 324 324 324 324 324 

Drones  5649 5800 5808 5901 5905 

Anti Aircraft 
Missile 
Batteries 

 580 595 596 597 597 

Cargo/Fuel/
other 
transport 

11,36
9 

9973 10230 10259 10288 10299 

Naval 
Vessels 

 22+(1 
submar
ine) 

22+(1 
submar
ine) 

22+(1 
submar
ine) 

22+(1 
submar
ine) 

22+(1 
submar
ine) 

Specialized 
mobile 
electronic 
communicat
ion and 
jamming, 
ballistic 
radars 

 1081 1108 1108 1113 1113 
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